AbstracI-Remote robotics applications, such as space exploration or operation in hazardous environments, would greatly benefit from automated recovery algorithms for unanticipated failure or damage. In this paper a two-stage evolutionary algorithm is introduced-which we call the estimntion-exploran'on algorithm-that forwards this aim by 6 n t evolving a damage hypothesis after failure and then re-evolving a compensatory neural controller to restore functionality. The algorithm presupposes that a robot simulator is running continuously onboard the physical robot. In this paper, the 'phpical' robot is also simulated, but in future work the algorithm will he applied to a real, physical robot Although evolutionary algorithms require a large number of evaluations to produce a useful solution, the results reported here indicate that almost complete functionality can be restored after only three evaluations on the 'physical' robot, as opposed to over 3000 evaluations if the compensatory controller is evolved all on the 'physical' robot Our algorithm also has the benefit of producing a diagnostic model of the failure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recovery from error, failure or damage is a major concern in robotics. A majority of effort in programming automated systems is dedicated to error recovery [19] . The need for automated error recovery is even more acute in the field of remote robotics, where human operators cannot manually repair or provide compensation for damage or failure. The recent difficulties with NASA's Spirit and Opportnnity Mars rovers provide a dramatic example; both robots suffered different, unanticipated partial failures [13] . In this work we are concerned with catastrophic faults (highly nonlinear) that require recovery controllers that are qualitatively different from the original controller.
A number of algorithms based on repeated testing for error recovery have been proposed and demonstrated for both robotics [8] , [3] , and electronic circuits [SI, [IO] . However, repeated generate-and-test algorithms for robotics are not desirable for several reasons: repeated trials may exacerbate damage and drain limited energy; long periods of time are required for repeated hardware trials; damage may require rapid compensation (eg., power drain doe to coverage of solar panels); and repeated trials continuously change the state of the robot, making damage diagnosis difficult. In this paper, an offline damage diagnosis and repair algorithm is proposed, which, for the results presented here, requires only three hardware trials to restore (on average) complete functionality. Srinivas [17] was one of the first researchers to study error diagnosis and recovery, but his approach, along with subsequent approaches ([61, [I] , [7] , [9] , [HI), required online operation (repeated testing on the physical robot), and could not handle unanticipated errors. The runtroller 1% transferrrd tu the 'phyical' ruhi Idso sirnulaad,. which undergoes some damage in this case the repawton of one of om lower legs Cwlulion i , conunued on Ihe phy\icrl robot (each \qum reprerenrs one or more ph)sical robot CVIIUSIIOIIS~. A IWI of M O ~v a l~a t m i onl) mtorc 3 h " I 10% f""cllo".llll). Baydar and Saitou [3] proposed the fist offline error diagnostic and recovery system. which relies on Bayesian inference for error diagnosis, and Genetic Progmming [ I I J for error recovery. However their algorithm only handles those failures u,hich are most likely to occur. given the parlicular robot system: hkely failures are first proposed. and recovery logic for those failures is generated. By definition, this spproach c m only handle anticipated failures. However the algorithm prcposed here is shown to automatically provide an approximate diagnosis of some unanticipated failure, as well as recot'er from it, while the robot is performing its task. This failure may not necessarily be likely, or even have been previously experienced by the robot.
Mahdavi and Bentley [SI recently demonstrated the ability of an online evolutionary algorithm to automatically recover behavior for a phjsical robot. However after damage the physical robot required 400 hardware trials and nearly seven hours to recover 72% of is original functionality. Figure I shows the progress of a similar evolutionary algorithm in which all compensatory neural controllers are evolwd on the 'physical' robot after damage, leading to a tow1 of 3550 hardware trials and only 704 recovery (details regarding the robot and algorithm are provided in later sections).
Due to the recent ad\,ances in simulation it h;is become The estimation-exploration algorithm bas two functions: damage hypothesis evolution (the estimation phase) and controller evolution (the exploration phase). The algorithm also maintains a database, which stores pairs of data: an evolved controller and the fitness produced by the 'physical' robot when that controller is used. ' b o separate evolutionary algorithm-the estimation EA and the exploration EA-= used to generate hypotheses regarding the failure incurred by the physical ,robot, as well as controllers for the simulated and 'physical' robot, respectively. Figure 2 outlines the flow of the algorithm, along~with a comparison against an algorithm for evolving function recovery all on a physical robot.
Exploration Phase: Controller Evolution. The exploration EA is used to evolve a controller for the simulated robot, such that it is able to perform some task. The first pass through this phase generates the controller for the intact physical robot: subsequent passes attempt to evolve a compensatory controller for the damaged physical robot, using the current best damage hypothesis generated by the estimation phase. When the exploration EA terminates, the best controller from the run is transferred to and used by the physical robot.
Physical Robot Failure. The physical robot uses an evolved controller to walk forwards. An unanticipated failure occurs to the robot, and the broken robot records its own forward displacement for a period of time. The physical robot is then stopped, and the recorded forward displacement (fitness) is inserted into the database along with the evolved controller on-board the robot at that time: these become an input-output pair used to reverse engineer the damage suffered by the robot. During subsequent passes through the algorithm, the damaged robot attempts to function using the compensatory evolved controller produced by the exploration phase.
Estimation Phase: Damage Hypothesis Evolution. The estimation EA is used to evolve a hypothesis about the actual failure incurred by the physical robot. The estimation EA uses the forward displacements produced by the broken physical robot, along with the corresponding controllers running on
of each of the diagnoses encoded by the estimation EA'S genomes. When the estimation EA terminates, the most fit damage hypothesis is supplied to the exploration EA. The robot simulator is updated to model this damage hypothesis: for example if the hypothesis is that one of the legs has fallen off, that leg is broken off of the simulated robot. The exploration EA then evolves a compensatory controller using this updated model.
Experimental Setup
We applied the proposed algorithm to the recovery of locomotion of severely damaged legged robots. A robot simulator is used to evolve controllers for the 'physical' robot: in this paper the 'physical' robot is also simulated. Evolved controllers are uploaded from the simulation to the physical robot, and performance measurements are downloaded from the physical robot to the simulation. The robot simulator is based on Open Dynamics Engine, an open-source 3D dynamics simulation package [14]. The simulated robot is composed of a series of three-dimensional objects, connected with one degree-offreedom rotational joints.
The Robots. The two hypothetical robots tested in this preliminary work-a quadrupedal and hexapedal robot-are shown in Figure 3 .
The quadrupedal robot has eight mechanical degrees of freedom. There are two one degree-of-freedom rotational joints per leg: one at the shoulder, and one at the knee. The quadrupedal robot contains four binary touch sensors, one in each of the lower legs. The touch sensor returns 1.0 if the lower leg is on the ground, and -1.0 otherwise. There are also four angle sensors in the shoulder joints, which return a signal commensurate with the flex or extension of that joint (-1.0 for maximum flexure up to 1.0 for maximum extension).
Each of the eight joints is actuated by a torsional motor. The joints have a maximum flex of 30 degrees from their original setting (shown in Figure 3) , and a maximum extension of 30 degrees. The hexapedal robot has 18 mechanical degrees of freedom: each leg has a one degree-of-freedom rotational joint at the knee, and one two degree-of-freedom rotational joints connecting the leg to the spine. Each joint is actuated by a torsional motor, and the joint ranges are the same as for the quadrupedal robot. The hexapedal robot contains six touch sensors, one per lower leg, and six angle sensors, placed on the joints connecting the legs to the spine.
The Controllers. The robots are couuolled by a neural network, which receives sensor data from the robot at the beginning of each time step of the simulation into its input layer, propagates those signals to a hidden layer, and finally propagates the signals to an output layer. The neural network architecture and connectivity is shown in Figure 4 . Neuron values and synaptic weights are scaled to lie in the range [-1.00,1.00]. A thresholding activation function is applied at the neurons.
There is one output neuron for each of the motors actuating the robot: the values arriving at the output neurons are scaled to desired angles for the joint corresponding to that motor.
For both robots here, joints can flex or extend to 4 away from their default starting rotation, 5. The angles are translated into torques using a PID controller, and the simulated moton then apply the resultant torques. The physical simulator then updates the position, orientation and velocity of the robot based on these torques, along with external forces such as gravity, friction, momentum and collision with the ground plane.
Algorithm Implemeniation
The Exploration EA. The exploration EA is used to generate sets of synaptic weights for the robot's neural network (Figure 4) . At the beginning of each run a random population of 100 genomes is generated. If there are any previously evolved controllers stored in the database, these are downloaded into the starting population. A genome is evaluated as follows: the encoded weights are used to label the controller; the robot is then evaluated in the simulator for 1000 time steps using that controller; and the resulting fitness value is returned. Once all of the genomes in the papulation have been evaluated, they are sorted in order of decreasing fitness, and the 50 least fit genomes are deleted from the population. Fifty new genomes are selected to replace @em from the remaining 50, using tournament selection, with a tournament size of 3. Selected genomes undergo mutation: each floating-point value of the copied genome has a 1 per cent chance of undergoing a paint mutation. Of the 50 newly generated genomes, 12 pairs are randomly selected and undergo one-point crossover.
The Estimation EA. The estimation EA evolves hypotheses about the failure incurred by the physical robot.
The genomes of the estimation EA, like the exploration EA, are strings of floating-point values. Each genome in the estimation EA is composed of four genes: each gene denotes a possible failure. In this preliminary study, the actual robot can undergo three different types of damage-joint breakage, joint jamming, and sensor failure-and can incur zero to four of these damages simultaneously. In joint breakage, any single joint of the robot can break completely, separating the two parts of the robot connected by that joint. In joint jamming, the two objects anached by that joint are welded together: actuation has no effect on the joint's angle. In sensor failure, any sensor within the robot (either one of the touch or angle sensors) feeds a zero signal into the neural network during subsequent time steps. Any type of failure that does not conform to one of these types is referred to henceforth is an unanticipated failure: in order to compensate for such cases, the estimation EA has to approximate the failure using aggregates of the encoded failure types. Each of the four genes encoded in the estimation EA genomes is comprised of four floating-point values, giving a total genome length of 16 values. Like the exploration EA, each of the values is represented to two decimal places, and lies in [-1.00,1.00]. The first floating-point value of a gene is rounded to an integer in [0,1] and denotes whether the gene is dormant or active. If the gene is dormant, the damage encoded by this particular gene is not applied to the simulated robot during evaluation.~If the gene is active, the second floatingpoint value is rounded to an integer in [0,2], and indicates which of the three damage types should be applied to the, simulated robot. If the damage type is either joint breakage or joint jamming, the third value is scaled to an integer in [ O , j - 11, where j is the number of mechanical degreesof-freedom of the robot 0' = 8 for the quadrupedal robot, and j = 12 for the hexapedal robot). If the damage type is sensor failure, then the third value is scaled to an integer in [O, s -11, where s is the total number of sensors contained in the robot (s = 8 for the quadrupedal robot and s = 12 for' the hexapedal .robot). The fourth value is currently not used in this preliminary study, but will be used for additional damage types that are not binary, but occur with a lesser or greater magnitude (ie., a sensor that experiences 80% damage, instead of completely failing).
For each genome in the estimation EA, the simulated robot is initially broken according to the failure scenario encoded in the genome, and the broken robot is then evaluated using the controller just evolved by the exploration EA and tested on the 'physical' robot.
The fitness function for the estimation EA is an attempt to minimize the difference between the forward displacement achieved by the 'physical' robot using that controller, and the forward displacement achieved by the simulated robot using the encoded damage hypothesis. This is based on the observation that the closer the damage hypothesis encoded in the genome is to the actual damage, the lesser the difference between the two behaviors.
During subsequent passes through the estimation phase, there are additional pairs of evolved controllers and forward displacements in the database: the controllers evolved by the exploration EA and the fitness values attained by the 'physical' robot when using those controllers, respectively. In these cases, the Simulated robot is evaluated once for each of the evolved controllers, and the fitness of the genome is then the sum of the errors between the forward displacements.
When the estimation EA terminates, the best evolved damage hypothesis is stored in a database: these hypotheses are used to seed the random population at the beginning of the next run of the estimation EA, rather than staning each time with all random hypotheses.
The estimation EA is similar to the exploration EA, except for the length of the genomes, what those genomes encode, and the fitness function: in the exploration EA, forward displacement is maximized; in the estimation EA, error between the simulated and 'physical' robots' forward displacements is minimized. 111. RESULTS A control experiment was fmt performed which conforms to the algorithm outlined in the right-haod panel of Figure   2 : all evolution is performed on the 'physical' robot after damage. The results of this run are shown in Figure 1 . In this case, controller evolution is performed by the exploration EA until generation 30 on the quadrupedal robot. The controller is then transferred to the 'physical' robot, which then undergoes separation of one of its lower legs (damage case 1). The exploration EA then continues on the 'physical' robot for a further 70 generations.
The algorithm proposed in this paper was then applied several times to the quadrupedal and hexapedal robots. During each application of the algorithm, the robots suffered a different damage scenario: the 10 scenarios are listed in Table  I .
For each run of the algorithm, the exploration EA is run once to generate the initial evolved controller, and then both the estimation and exploration EAs are run three times each after physical robot failure. Each FA is run for 30 generations, using a population size of 100 genomes. Twenty runs of the algorithm were performed (IO damage cases for each of the two robots), in which both the exploration and estimation EAs were initialized with independent random starting populations seed with any previously evolved controllers or damage hypotheses.
Damage scenarios I, 2, 3, 5 and 6 can be described by a single gene in the genomes of the estimation EA. Scenarios 4, 7 and 8 represent compound failures, and require more than one gene to represent them. Case 9 represents the situation when the physical robot signals that it has incurred some damage, when in fact no damage has occurred. Case 10 represents an unanticipated failure: hidden neuron failure cannot be described by the estimation EA genomes. Figure 5 shows the recovery of the quadrupedal robot after minor damage (scenario 3); after suffering unanticipated damage (scenario IO); and recoveq of the hexapedal robot after severe, compound damage (scenario 8). The recovery of both robots for all 10 damage scenarios is shown in Figure 6 .
IV. ANALYSIS
As can be seen in Figure 1 , even after 70 generations have elapsed after the 'physical' robot suffers damage for the control experiment, and 3550 hardware evaluations have been performed, total function has not been restored. The degree of restoration (about 70%) is about the same as that achieved by the quadrupedal robot suffering the same type of damage when the proposed algorithm is used to restore function (the leftmost bars in Figure 6a ). However the proposed algorithm only requires three hardware evaluations (more than two orders of magnitude fewer hardware trials) to restore function. Figure S shows that for three sample damage scenarios, much functionality is restored to the 'physical' robot after only three hardware trials. In the case of sensor failure for the quadrupedal robot, the forward displacement of the physical robot after the third hardware trial exceeds its original functionality. Often, the compensatory controller produces a much different gait from that exhibited by the original, undamaged robot. For example the robot enduring sensor failure hops after recovery (note the discrete arcs in the trajectory of its center of mass (Figure 5d )) compared to a more stable but erratic gait before the failure occurred ( Figure Sh) . Figure 6a indicates that functionality is restored for all hut the severe, compound damage scenarios (scenarios 7 and 8) for the quadruped, and for all but three of the scenarios for the hexapod (scenarios 4, 7 and IO). In these scenarios, the algorithm never converged on the correct damage hypothesis. (This is to expected for scenario 10, in which it is impossible for the estimation EA to converge on the correct hypothesis, but only to approximate it.) The increased stability of the hexapod allows it to recovery from the one of the severe compound damage scenarios (scenario 8).
It is believed that the reason for the sporadic failure of the algorithm is due to the information-poor method of comparing the simulated robot's behavior against the physical robot's behavior, which in this paper is done by simply comparing forward displacement. This method will be replaced in future with a more sophisticated method such as comparing sensor time series or measuring the differences in gait patterns. Figure 6 also indicates that the algorithm performs equally well for both morphological and controller damage: function recovery for scenarios 1 and 2 (morphological damage) and scenarios 3 and 5 (controller damage), for both robots, approaches or exceeds original performance. Because the algorithm evolves the robot simulator itself based on the 'physical' robot's experience, it would he straightforward to generalize this algorithm beyond internal damage: the estimation EA could evolve not only internal damage hypotheses but also hypotheses regarding environmental change, such as increased ruggedness of terrain or high winds.
Unanticipated Failures. Most importantly, the quadrupedal robot is able to recover functionality when an unanticipated failure occurs: the failure of a hidden neuron (scenario IO).
This type of failure cannot be encoded by the estimation EA, but it is able to approximately describe the failure using aggregates of other damage types: for this run of the algorithm, the failure of a touch sensor (TI) and the jamming of one of its lower leg joints (M3) approximates the failure ( Figure Se) . Table ll indicates a subset of the synaptic weights for the original evolved controller for this particular case. As can he seen, the first hidden nenmn has a very strong influence on the third joint, and less influence on the other joints. Also, the third joint is inEuenced more by the first hidden neuron than by the other two hidden neurons. Thus, when the first hidden neuron fails, the third motor neuron will output values near zero, and the motor will work to keep its joint at the sfatling, default value. This explains why approximating the hidden neuron failure with a jammed third joint produces a close approximation of the actual damage. Future experiments are planned to investigate how unanticipated failures can be spanned by aggregates of anticipated damage types.
v. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an evolutionary approach to automated damage diagnosis and recovery has been proposed. This algorithm is the first of its kind in which there is continuous, automated bidirectional information flow between the simulation and the physical robot: the physical robot provides information about its current state, which is used to update the state of the simulator, and the simulator periodically provides neural conuollers for the physical robot. This algorithm has several advantages. First, the algorithm requires a minimum of hardware trials on a physical robot, effectively reducing the number of hardware uials by two orders of magnitude, compared to an algorithm that evolves recovery all on the physical robot. Second, the algorithm does not distinguish between morphological damage or controller failure, and could easily he generalized to recover from internal damage and respond to external environmental change. Thud, in some cases the algorithm can provide recovery from compound damage. Fourth, if the simulation which produces hypotheses about the state of the physical robot and compensatory controllers were run onboard the physical robot, function recovery and adaptation to the environment could he continuous. Finally, in some cases the algorithm can provide recovery for unanticipated damage or failure using aggregates of anticipated damage possibilities.
Future experiments are planned in which the information sent hack into the simulator by the physical robot-candidates include movement data and sensor time series-is improved, such that the estimation EA can more easily generate damage hypotheses. Also, environmental change will be incorporated into the estimation EA so that the robot can not only recover from internal damage, hut respond to environmental change. Finally, we plan to generalize this algorithm to other problem It is currently assumed that evolved controllers transferred from simulation to the 'physical' robot produce identical behavior: in future the transferral will be made more realistic by first adding noise to the behavior of the 'physical' robas and finally by replacing the (currently simulated) physical robot with a real physical robot.
